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Bad habits can take a hefty toll on your health and happiness. In The Here-and-Now Habit,
mindfulness expert Hugh Byrne provides powerful practices based in mindfulness and
neuroscience to help you rewire your brain and finally break the habits that are holding you back
from a meaningful life.Have you found yourself doing something and thinking, Why do I keep
doing this? We all have an unhealthy habit—or two, or three. Yours may be as simple as wasting
time on the Internet, constantly checking your e-mail, or spending too much time in front of the
TV. Or, it may be more serious, like habitual drinking, emotional overeating, constant self-
criticism, or chronic worrying. Whatever your harmful habit is—you have the power to break
it.The Here-and-Now-Habit provides proven-effective techniques to help you stop existing on
autopilot and start living in the here and now. You’ll learn how to cultivate mindfulness to calm
and focus your mind, be aware of thoughts without identifying with them or believing they are
true, deal with difficult emotions, and clarify your own intentions regarding unhealthy habits by
asking yourself, What do I want? How important is it to me to make this change?By learning to
pay attention to your thoughts and actions in the moment, you’ll discover how to let go of old
patterns and create healthier habits and ways of living that will make you feel good about
yourself. And when you feel good about you, you can do just about anything.

"Hugh G. Byrne brings together contemporary science, ancient teachings, and his own
experience to help his readers learn to suffer less by changing unskillful habits---what a
generous gift!" ---Sharon Salzberg, author of Lovingkindness --This text refers to an out of print
or unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorHugh G. Byrne, PhD, is a guiding teacher with
the Insight Meditation Community of Washington and cofounder of the Mindfulness Training
Institute of Washington. He teaches classes, retreats, and workshops in the United States and
internationally. Dr. Byrne lives in Silver Spring, Maryland.Mike Chamberlain is an actor and voice-
over performer, as well as an AudioFile Earphones Award-winning audiobook narrator. Along
with animation and video game characters, Mike performs narration and voices promos for
television. He lives with his wife and daughter in Southern California. --This text refers to an out
of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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“A wonderful thing about TheHere-and-Now Habit is that it not only tells you that you can
change, it tells you how to actually do it. Hugh G. Byrne brings together contemporary science,
ancient teachings, and his own experience to help his readers learn to suffer less by changing
unskillful habits—what a generous gift!”—Sharon Salzberg, author of Lovingkindness and Real
Happiness“Practical and profound, this book shows how to use modern neuroscience combined
with ancient wisdom to end harmful habits and grow helpful ones. With brief, doable exercises,
hopeful perspectives, concrete examples, and friendly support, Hugh G. Byrne offers both
freedom from old ‘stuckness’ and the cultivation of a strong and happy heart.”—Rick Hanson,
PhD, author of Buddha’s Brain“What you will appreciate in this simple yet profound book is that
all of life is habit. Just as we have developed habits over time, we can exchange, improve, and
transform habits through understanding and mindfulness practices. This refreshing read offers
guidance that nurtures our capacity to be present, and to cultivate a quality of awareness crucial
to transcending habitual reactivity, conflict, and harm. A must-read for those willing to witness
their lives and deepen their personal and relational well-being.”—Ruth King, author of Healing
Rage and Mindful of Race“Hugh G. Byrne’s book, TheHere-and-Now Habit, is one of the best
books I know on learning how to apply mindfulness to our everyday life. There are many books
on mindfulness. The unique thing about Byrne’s book is that he clarifies the meeting place of
mindfulness and the formation of habits. This is the book I would recommend for those who want
to use mindfulness to change unhealthy habits and create healthier ones.”—Loch Kelly, author of
Shift into Freedom“If you want to change your habits and become happier and more free, try the
practical mindfulness and wise instruction of TheHere-and-Now Habit.”—Jack Kornfield, author
of A Path with Heart“TheHere-and-Now Habit weaves together the rigor of science and the
wisdom of mindfulness to support the cultivation of healthy habits and the release of unskillful
ones. Hugh G. Byrne draws on decades of personal meditation practice to offer us an
illuminating work that welcomes a new way of living that has the power to transform our
individual and collective lives.”—Shauna Shapiro, PhD, coauthor of The Art and Science of
MindfulnessPublisher’s NoteThis publication is designed to provide accurate and authoritative
information in regard to the subject matter covered. It is sold with the understanding that the
publisher is not engaged in rendering psychological, financial, legal, or other professional
services. If expert assistance or counseling is needed, the services of a competent professional
should be sought.Excerpt from “Peace Is This Moment Without Judgment” by Dorothy Hunt.
Copyright © Dorothy Hunt. Text of “Clearing” by Martha Postlewaite. Copyright © Martha
Postlewaite. “ Used by permission of the authors.Excerpt from “Kindness” from WORDS UNDER
THE WORDS: SELECTED POEMS by Naomi Shihab Nye. Copyright © 1995 Naomi Shihab
Nye / Far Corner Books. Used by permission of the author.“The Guest House” from THE
ESSENTIAL RUMI by Jalal al-Din Rumi, translated by Coleman Barks. Copyright © 1997 by
Coleman Barks. Used by permission of Coleman Barks.Distributed in Canada by Raincoast
BooksCopyright © 2016 by Hugh G. ByrneNew Harbinger Publications, Inc.5674 Shattuck
AvenueOakland, CA 94609www.newharbinger.comCover design by Amy ShoupAcquired by
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HabitAcknowledgmentsReferencesForewordI was in college, in the midst of final exams, when I
first heard the phrase “How you live today is how you live your life.” My mind immediately fixated
on my exhaustion after pulling an all-nighter to study, the fact that I hadn’t taken a run for a week,
and judgmental thoughts surrounding a recent ice cream binge. The notion that these habits
reflected my life was disturbing. Yet, over time, what at first seemed jarring and oppressive
became empowering. The shift came in realizing that today, right in this very moment, we can
deepen our attention and cultivate habits that support healing and freedom.Our habits—how we
think, speak, feel, and act—directly impact our well-being. More broadly, they reinforce patterns
that shape our entire experience of living. Our habits determine whether we are available to
listen when our child is trying to communicate and how well we can take care of our own bodies
and minds as we age. Our habits determine whether we bring our full intelligence to what we do
and whether we are able to enjoy the beauty and mystery of the moment. If we want to live a life
in which we are true to ourselves, remembering what matters most to us and expressing our
natural creativity and love, we need to honestly examine our current habits.Habits are like the
streams that create riverbeds: with a steady flow of water, channels become deep grooves. And
yet, if the flow is redirected, rivers can be rerouted. Neuroplasticity makes this possible: the
pathways in our brain—including the riverbeds of habits that affect our well-being—can be
altered depending on how we direct our attention. Where attention goes, energy flows. A mindful
awareness is essential in guiding the flow in ways that will help us realize our full
potential.Buddhist teachings, contemporary psychology, and recent findings in neuroscience all
converge on a simple principle: By bringing mindful attention to our habits of thought, feeling,
speech, and action, we can transform even the most painful and limiting patterns. In order to
make changes, we need to witness our habits with an engaged, nonjudging presence and a
tender, caring heart.From an evolutionary perspective, the capacity for mindfulness is a recent
development; it emerged—along with empathy, compassion, and executive thinking skills—with
the growth of our brain’s frontal cortex. Without mindfulness, our habits would be entirely driven
by the primitive energies of attraction (desire) and aversion (fear). Mindfulness enables us to
evolve our consciousness and influence our subsequent life experience by bringing awareness
to the habits that keep us from achieving our potential. With mindfulness, we can identify the
impulses behind our automatic and reactive behaviors and see the way they impact our lives
and the people around us. With mindfulness, we can cultivate habits that will help us fulfill our
hearts’ deepest intentions.There are a number of fine books on strategies for changing your
habits, and there is a growing literature on meditation. The book you have in your hands
addresses the dynamic and essential intersection of these two areas: applying mindfulness to
habits. Author Hugh Byrne, a good friend and deeply respected colleague who has helped
thousands of students make positive, lasting changes, is an ideal guide for investigating this
terrain. In a clear and accessible style, drawing on three decades of meditation practice and



more than fifteen years of teaching mindfulness, Hugh will help you understand the most recent
scientific research related to habits and introduce you to state-of-the-art strategies for
supporting habit change. You’ll learn skills to address addictive behaviors, barriers to intimacy,
harsh self-judgment, procrastination, and other forms of self-sabotage.Most importantly, you’ll
discover that even the most challenging habits will transform as you bring a caring presence to
your inner life. Hugh will show you how, by practicing mindfulness, you can develop a wise,
healing relationship with the unmet needs that drive unhelpful habits. This will prepare the
ground for you to cultivate new habits that endow every aspect of your life with more presence,
joy, and ease.Remember the phrase that caught my attention in college? I now reflect on a
slightly different version: “How you live this moment is how you live your life.” If you embrace the
practices in this book, this moment becomes a place of profound possibility. In this moment, you
can choose to offer a compassionate attention to unproductive, limiting habits; in this moment,
you can further manifest your full capacity for love and wisdom. The Here-and-Now Habit offers
an ideal map for this journey. May it help you find meaning and freedom in your life.—Tara Brach,
PhDAuthor, Radical Acceptance and True RefugeIntroductionIt has been said that we teach best
what we most need to learn. This has been my experience as I have studied how habits form
and why they can be so hard to change—and as I have explored the role of mindfulness in
changing my own unhealthy habits.I have practiced mindfulness for more than twenty-five years,
and the benefits have been profound. Mindfulness has helped bring more peace, acceptance,
and ease into my life, and it has reduced my stress and suffering. But until recently, I was still
unaware of certain habits of mine (this tends to be the nature of habits—they operate “under the
radar”) that were causing suffering. It was only as I dug into the research on habits and their
power—and turned the spotlight of my attention inward—that I came to see certain patterns of
thought and behavior that led to stress and disconnection. I noticed how, for example, in
situations where I needed to wait—in stores, on the phone, in traffic—I frequently experienced
unpleasant sensations of tension, tightness, and feeling confined, accompanied by the thought I
need to change this, and I responded by acting impatiently.I also became aware of a habit of
putting off tasks and responsibilities that felt difficult or challenging and only engaging with them
when they became truly urgent. Though not a chronic procrastinator, I experienced low-level
tension and worry about things I needed to take care of.Another personal habit I observed was a
tendency toward distraction. I saw how, if I wasn’t consciously being present, my attention easily
went to whatever was most visible, audible, shiny, or exciting. (My partner, Rebecca, often found
this challenging—for example, when my attention would go to a new message on my iPad while
we were cooking together.)Perhaps my most challenging personal habit was that, when the
demands and pressures of life became intense, I would get caught up in anxious, worried
thinking: How am I going to get all this done? This led, at times, to difficult periods in which I kept
thinking there was too much to do and not enough time.Bringing mindfulness to these habits—
and reflecting on how I had been able to let go of earlier unhealthy habits, such as smoking and
overeating—showed me the power of awareness in transforming unhelpful and unwanted



habits.I don’t mean to say that it’s a done deal and all my unhealthy habits are in the past. But I
have learned—from my own experience and from working with many of my mindfulness students
—that mindfulness is the best path to healthier habits and a life of greater freedom and
ease.Almost all of us have developed or will develop habits that are unhealthy or don’t truly
serve our interests or meet our needs. We all grapple with patterns of thinking and behavior that
can be hard to change. Mindful awareness can help you abandon unhealthy patterns and create
new, healthier ones. Whether you overeat, smoke, think negatively, work too much, get lost in
distractions like social media and TV, or are a heavy user of alcohol or other substances, the
mindfulness practices in this book can help you free yourself from these patterns and heal your
mind and heart.Mindfulness is not a quick fix. Anyone who suggests that changing habits is
quick or easy is selling snake oil. Just as habits—both healthy and unhealthy ones—take time to
form, they take time and effort to change.Mindfulness is a practice—a training of the mind—that
you cultivate over time, with effort and determination. But, as you’ll see, mindfulness—conscious
awareness of your present-moment experience—is a natural antidote to unhealthy habits, which
are unconscious and automatic. Mindfulness will open the way for you, so that you can make
choices that are more healthy and helpful. Then, once the choices you make about how to act
and live align with your true interests and well-being, you can live more freely.Right now, perhaps
you think that your unhealthy or unhelpful habits reflect some essential truth about who you are.
When considering your unwanted habits, you may think Something is wrong with me, I’m flawed,
or even I’m a bad person. Perhaps you have tried to change your habits and concluded that
you’re weak or ineffective or a failure. However, unwanted habits are the result of natural
processes rather than character flaws. They arise from your attempts to meet your needs—for
example, your need for comfort or your need for safety or security.If a behavior you embark on in
an attempt to meet a need has powerful short-term benefits—even if it has long-term drawbacks
—you’re likely to repeat that behavior. That’s because your mind is mostly concerned with how
you feel right now, and in that sense, the immediate comfort of lighting a cigarette or relaxing on
the couch in front of the TV feels more compelling than the adverse health effects of smoking or
not getting enough exercise. When repeated regularly under consistent conditions, the behavior
becomes automatic and unconscious—and challenging to change.Think of having unhealthy
habits as having lost your way: you’re on a path that doesn’t lead to where you want to go. Your
task is to find your way home—to bring your thoughts and actions into alignment with your
intentions and your deepest needs. Mindfulness offers a reliable and trustworthy path home; the
mindful skills of attention, kindness, and acceptance can help you transform unhealthy habits
into a way of being that embodies freedom and inner peace.This book is divided into two parts.
In part 1 (chapters 1 and 2), we’ll examine how habits form and why they can be difficult to
change. You’ll see how mindfulness, by bringing what has become unconscious and automatic
into the light of your awareness, can provide a unique road map to habit change. I’ll outline four
main types of habit: habits of wanting—craving or seeking food, drink, sex, or any other object of
desire; habits of distraction—checking out from your experience and into something more



attractive or exciting, such as social media or TV; habits of resisting—attempting to distance
yourself from things you find unpleasant or difficult; and habits of doing—feeling stressed,
always on your way to somewhere else, disconnected from the present.Understanding the brain
and how habits form is only the first step. In order to change your ingrained patterns of behavior,
you’ll need to purposely train your mind to abandon unhelpful patterns of thought and behavior
while you learn to cultivate more life-affirming habits. To that end, chapters 3 through 9 present
mindfulness practices and guided meditations to help you let go of unhealthy habits, cultivate
more beneficial habits, increase your happiness, and live with more ease. (To download audio
tracks for these practices, visit the New Harbinger Publications website at http://
www.newharbinger.com/32370, or see the back of this book.) Practitioners have “road-tested”
these practices and meditations for more than two thousand years and discovered their power to
support happiness and well-being. Recent findings from neuroscience confirm what mindfulness
practitioners have long known: that mindfulness brings about positive changes in the brain and
supports improvements in mental and emotional health.In Chapter 10 we’ll examine how
unhealthy habits in communication can lead to interpersonal problems, and we’ll look at some
practices for applying mindfulness to your communications. Then we’ll consider ways of
transforming harmful collective habits and beliefs that we may absorb unconsciously as
members of certain groups in society. We’ll conclude with some tips for establishing a regular
practice of meditation and bringing mindfulness into your daily life.A note on language: I don’t
use the term “bad habits” in this book, because labeling a pattern of thought or action as “bad”
tends to solidify it and imply that it’s something you need to rid yourself of or push away.It’s more
helpful to label habits based on their consequences. If a habit causes harm, as with smoking or
addiction to alcohol or drugs, a better term than “bad” is “harmful.” If a habit has negative health
consequences—as stress and anxiety frequently do, a better term than “bad” is “unhealthy.” If a
habitual way of thinking or acting isn’t necessarily harmful or unhealthy, but you feel it doesn’t
serve your goals or intentions, a better term than “bad” is “unhelpful” or “unwanted.”Mindfulness
invites you to kindly and curiously bring your attention to whatever you’re experiencing—
thoughts, emotions, urges, impulses, sensations—and to see that these phenomena are not
inherently “good” or “bad,” but rather impersonal and transient. The key to finding freedom in the
midst of challenging and difficult experiences is to meet them with acceptance and compassion.
Describing a habit you’d like to change as “unhealthy,” “harmful,” “unhelpful,” or “unwanted” will
support a kind and nonjudging relationship to your experience.I invite you to explore these skills
and practices and see for yourself.Part 1Laying the GroundworkChapter 1Understanding
HabitsWe become what we repeatedly do.—Sean Covey, The 7 Habits of Highly Effective
TeensYou probably consider yourself as a rational being whose life is guided by your choices,
plans, and intentions. When you choose to eat something sweet or check your e-mail or take a
particular route to work, you’re doing so because you have made a conscious choice—or so you
think.You might be surprised to know that almost half the time, you do what you do because you
have done it before under similar circumstances. Researchers have found that between a third



and half of all behaviors tend to be repeated in the same physical location every day (Wood,
Quinn, and Kashy 2002, 1286). In other words, they’re habits.Understanding how habits form,
why they can be hard to change, and potential ways to transform them is an important step to
finding greater freedom and peace. The better you understand habits and the more you shine
the light of your own awareness on them, the more you’ll be empowered to bring your actions
into alignment with your deepest values. This ability can be a source of freedom and power.What
Are Habits?Habits are behaviors that have developed through repetition over time. They’re
things you have done so often that you now do them automatically. The philosopher William
James wrote 125 years ago:Any sequence of mental action which has been frequently repeated
tends to perpetuate itself; so that we find ourselves automatically prompted to think, feel, or do
what we have been before accustomed to think, feel, or do, under like circumstances, without
any consciously formed purpose, or anticipation of results. (James 1890, 112)Modern science
confirms James’s assessment of habits: Repetition of an action in a consistent context leads,
over time, to the behavior being activated by contextual cues (time, place, feelings, and so forth),
rather than by conscious intention. What that means is that the behavior becomes more like a
reflex—one that’s triggered by where you are, what time it is, whom you’re with, how you’re
feeling, or what you’re thinking. In other words, you carry out the action automatically whenever
the circumstances seem to fit. At this point, the behavior is no longer linked directly to your
intentions or your original goal. You’re unaware or only dimly aware of the reason for the
behavior, and you may not even be aware of what you’re doing. It’s as if you’re on autopilot.But
habits aren’t an aberration, some glitch in our evolutionary wiring. Charles Duhigg, bestselling
author of The Power of Habit: Why We Do What We Do in Life and Business, explains habits as
the brain’s way of conserving energy, allowing our minds to ramp down more often, and points to
the evolutionary benefits:An efficient brain requires less room, which makes for a smaller head,
which makes childbirth easier and therefore causes fewer infant and mother deaths. An efficient
brain also allows us to stop thinking constantly about basic behaviors, such as walking and
choosing what to eat, so we can devote mental energy to inventing spears, irrigation systems,
and, eventually, airplanes and video games. (Duhigg 2012, 18)Human beings are creatures of
habit, and that’s not a bad thing, because habits aren’t inherently good or bad. Habits typically
begin as behaviors undertaken to achieve a goal. For example, you drive to the train station to
take a train to get to work; you brush and floss your teeth to prevent cavities and support good
health; or you eat a bowl of ice cream for comfort when you feel lonely or bored.Habit formation
is intended to help us be efficient. Think how much more complex and stressful our lives would
be if all our everyday activities were the subject of deliberation and decision-making. Driving a
car, for example, would be a much more complex and challenging activity if we had to relearn
the rules of the road every time we got behind the wheel.Still, sometimes our habits run counter
to our long-term goals, needs, and values. It’s easy to develop habits that bring you comfort but
don’t serve you or don’t reflect your deepest needs. Habits may distance you from your own life,
or they may prevent you from achieving a deeper connection with your loved ones and the world.



They may at times be harmful, unhealthy, and even deadly.The Price We Pay for Unhealthy
HabitsFollowing are some common unhealthy habits:Eating, drinking alcohol, using drugs, using
tobacco, having sex, shopping, overworking, or gambling to comfort yourself or avoid feeling
something unpleasant (for example, anxiety, loneliness, or uncertainty)Compulsively or
continually checking your messages, going online, or watching TV, which saps your time and
energy and causes you to be absent from your life, your family, and the present momentActing
out angrily in thought, word, or action in ways that cause pain to yourself or others (for example,
getting frustrated with staff in stores or on the phone; driving impatiently; sending angry e-mails;
feeling annoyed or angry with family members, friends, or colleagues; or judging yourself or
others negatively)Feeling as if you’re forever on the go, on your way somewhere, or crossing
things off a to-do listWorrying about the future and imagining negative or scary
scenariosSpending large amounts of time ruminating on the past—how you acted, what you
might have done differently, or what people have done to youProcrastinating (finding ways to put
off particular tasks or projects you need to complete)These habits may be causing you suffering
and harming others as well. At the very least, they don’t serve your needs, your long-term goals,
or your deepest intentions. Think of the ways in which a constant need to be online can separate
you from your loved ones, or how mindless snacking can leave you feeling judgmental and
separated from yourself. Consumerism can keep you locked in patterns that conflict with your
deepest sense of what’s good for you. Even habits of distraction, like biting your nails or
humming or picking your fingers when you’re feeling nervous or anxious, prevent you from being
fully present for your life—experiencing the passing joys and sorrows in various moments.Roy’s
StoryOne of my students, Roy, has quit cigarettes, alcohol, and drugs. But a long-time source of
suffering for Roy—one that has been compared to heroin (Avena, Rada, and Hoebel 2008)—
remains: a craving for sweets, which visits him most strongly in the hour or two before bedtime.
Most evenings Roy eats a large bowl of ice cream or a plate of cookies even though he’s a
diabetic, and afterward he feels bad both physically and emotionally.Roy’s craving is familiar to
many. Michael Moss, in his powerful book Salt, Sugar, Fat: How the Food Giants Hooked Us,
points out: “There are special receptors for sweetness in every one of the mouth’s ten thousand
taste buds, and they are all hooked up, one way or another, to the parts of the brain known as
the pleasure zones, where we get rewarded for stoking our bodies with energy” (Moss 2014, 3–
4). (We’ll come back to Roy’s efforts to work with his sugar habit in later chapters.)In addition to
the drawbacks mentioned above, some unhealthy habits have extraordinarily high social costs,
as shown in statistics for addictions rooted in unhealthy habitual behaviors:Tobacco use is the
leading cause of preventable death in the United States. Worldwide, tobacco use accounts for
five million preventable deaths a year—some 10 percent of deaths overall (Brewer et al.
2011).Alcohol consumption, illicit drugs, and obesity account for an additional 21 percent of
preventable deaths in the United States (Adams et al. 2014; Bowen and Marlatt
2009).Substance abuse and addiction cost more than $600 billion annually (including
productivity and health- and crime-related costs)—illegal drugs, $193 billion; alcohol, $235



billion; and tobacco use, $193 billion (NIH 2012). “As staggering as these numbers are, they do
not fully describe the breadth of destructive public health and safety implications of drug abuse
and addiction, such as family disintegration, loss of employment, failure in school, domestic
violence, and child abuse” (NIH 2012, n.p.).The incidence of obesity (key causes of which lie in
unhealthy eating habits and insufficient physical activity) in the United States has increased from
13 percent to 34 percent in the past fifty years, and obesity accounts for $190 billion in medical
costs alone (Begley 2012).More than 40 percent of people between 19 and 39 years old say
they text while they drive, and 10 percent say they do so regularly. Driving while distracted by
smartphones and other devices caused 3,331 deaths and 387,000 injuries in 2011 (Neyfakh
2013; Halsey 2013).In our individual lives, unhealthy and unwanted habits can cause intense
physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual suffering. When we act in ways that are out of
alignment with our values, intentions, and deepest needs, we suffer. And unsuccessful attempts
to change behavior—often caused by lack of awareness of the power of habits and the most
effective ways of changing them—can engender a sense of failure, guilt, disappointment, or
resignation, helping perpetuate unhealthy behaviors.It’s Hard to Change Established
HabitsAlmost all of us, if we look at our lives honestly, have habits and patterns that we would
like to change. Have you ever found yourself repeatedly doing something that you know doesn’t
reflect the best of who you are? Have you ever thought, Why do I keep doing this? Perhaps you
have made plans or resolutions to kick this habit, but found yourself falling back or relapsing—
and then felt disappointed with yourself.Here are some common habits that are hard to
change:Eating too much or too often—not from hunger, but to numb an emotion or to feel a
sense of comfortSpending long hours on social media or checking your e-mail, knowing this isn’t
the best use of your time and energySmoking cigarettes, despite the serious health
costsWorking long hours as a way of avoiding other areas of your lifeGetting caught up in
negative or judgmental thoughts about yourself or othersIf you develop unhealthy or harmful
habits, it doesn’t mean you’re flawed or that you have failed somehow. You have simply lost
connection with your true interests and intentions, possibly mistaking short-term relief from
unpleasant or uncomfortable feelings for real happiness and well-being.Intuitively, you might
think that once you recognize that a behavior was unhealthy or unwanted, and you decide to
change it, you should be able to modify your behavior so that your actions and habits
correspond with your intentions and goals. But it’s not so simple, because there are two separate
behavioral systems in your brain.According to Nobel Prize–winning psychologist Daniel
Kahneman, there are two modes of “cognitive function”: an intuitive mode (which he calls
System 1), in which judgments and decisions are made automatically and rapidly, and a
controlled mode (which he calls System 2), which is deliberate and slower.The operations of
System 1 are…often emotionally charged; they are also governed by habit and are therefore
difficult to control or modify. The operations of System 2 are…more likely to be consciously
monitored and deliberately controlled; they are also relatively flexible. (Kahneman 2003,
698)Walter Mischel, a psychologist renowned for his studies of children’s abilities to defer



gratification (for example, by not eating a marshmallow right away, in order to get an extra
marshmallow), calls these two brain systems the hot emotional system and the cool cognitive
system (Mischel 2014).What’s more, these systems don’t always coordinate well. The “hot” brain
system responds more quickly, and its messages are more compelling than those of the “cool”
brain system. Thus when your intentions and plans (the workings of the “cool” brain system)
conflict with your firmly established habits (the workings of the “hot” brain system), your habits
tend to win out.Studies involving blood donation, use of seat belts, modes of travel, and fast-
food consumption show that as habit strength increases, intentions play less of a role in
predicting behavior (Nilsen et al. 2012). As one study noted, “Essentially, habits yield tunnel
vision, thus reducing the effectiveness of interventions aimed at changing behaviour through
conscious cognitive deliberation” (Nilsen et al. 2012, 2).Does the persistence of habits in the
face of intentions to change them mean that we’re doomed to keep repeating them? Is habit
destiny? Clearly not. Most of us have changed unwanted behaviors, and you probably know
people who have transformed deeply painful and entrenched habits. You can consciously
develop habits that are aligned with your intentions and goals. If you wish to develop a healthy
habit, you need to repeat the desired behavior in a consistent context until the behavior
becomes automatic. Recent studies suggest that it takes about sixty-six days to develop a new
habit (Gardner 2012). If you want to abandon an unhealthy or unwanted habit, you have to find
ways to disrupt and discontinue the automatic behavior.Studies have shown that certain
conditions and processes aid changing unwanted habits and developing more productive and
beneficial ones:Changes in the environment can support shifting from habit mode into more
intentional or planned behaviors. For example, when the context changes (taking a vacation,
moving to a new residence, or changing colleges), the “cues” that trigger habitual behaviors may
be absent or less available, resulting in greater potential for new behaviors to be guided by
intentions (Nilsen et al. 2012).Taking steps to circumvent the “cues” that trigger habitual
behaviors can support habit change. For example, an alcoholic in recovery might choose to
avoid oft-frequented drinking places or old drinking buddies, or a person who’s trying to eat
healthily might walk or drive home by a different route to avoid a donut shop or fast-food
restaurant (Quinn et al. 2010).To act in keeping with your intentions in the face of strong habits,
your intentions need to be strong and clear. When intentions come into conflict with strong
habits, behaviors are likely to be directed by intentions only if held “with sufficient strength and
implemented with sufficient skill to override well-practiced behavior,” as one influential study of
habits and intentions proposed (Ouellette and Wood 1998, 7).One of the most effective ways to
change harmful habits and ensure that your actions are in keeping with your values and goals is
to establish “implementation intentions”—plans of action that specify the exact behaviors you’ll
take in response to specific cues. For example, “as soon as the six o’clock news is over I will
switch off the TV, put on my running shoes and go out for a thirty-minute run” (Gollwitzer and
Schaal 1998).Anticipating difficulties and envisioning ways of responding to them increase the
possibility of successful habit change. For example, a person attempting to lose weight might



imagine how he or she would respond in a social situation where high-calorie food was offered
(Quinn et al. 2010).Change is less likely if the person hasn’t already committed to change.
Studies have shown that a person who at the start of a smoking cessation program is actively
preparing to quit smoking or already taking steps to quit is almost twice as likely to succeed in
quitting as someone who at the start of a smoking cessation program is only contemplating
quitting (Prochaska, DiClemente, and Norcross 1992).“Vigilantly monitoring” habitual behaviors
(such as actively watching yourself for the behavior and thinking Don’t do it) heightens cognitive
control and is an effective way of inhibiting strong habits (Quinn et al. 2010).
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Ola Del Mar, “Wonderful book, simple and practical advice and the reading I will keep coming
back to.. I am so grateful I have read this book! If you would like to read a book that will help you
put mindfulness into daily practise in your life, go ahead and read this book! It is practical, funny,
inspiring and warm. I have learned a lot about myself as reading it naturally brings in reflection,
helps you analyse your tendencies towards certain behaviors, not necessarily addictions, but for
example things we do to distract ourselves, cravings that keep us hooked on things that are not
useful or healthy. Hugh Byrne dissects the detailed aspects of habits, the way they form and how
to break them. I found particularly helpful the analysis of four main kinds of habits (wanting,
distraction, resistance and doing) and found myself reflected in so many!But it is not true this
book is only about quitting an unhelpful or unhealthy habit. First and foremost it helps you to
learn how to be kind to yourself and understand the need behind the habit. This book has been a
wonderful companion in my attempts to become more disciplined with my practices, but not
forgetting about being kind to myself. So yes, you can identify and put the finger on things that
perhaps do not work perfectly in the way you operate, that prevents you from reaching your
goals, or living up to the vision of yourself you would like to hold. But Byrne gives you the chance
of gently showing the way of how to hold yourself in kindness instead of contempt and guilt, how
to proceed with introducing mindfulness as the chance to take steps towards changing your
actions.Finally, I am in pure awe every time I stumble upon a poem he drops in this book, they
are so powerful, beautiful and thought-provoking that this alone makes me stop and pause in
order to digest the words and its content.Wonderful book, simple and practical advice and the
reading I will keep coming back to.”

AZN8TV, “Want to unplug?. This is an exceptional book on mindfulness.In our ever busy world, it
is getting more difficult to stay in the here-and-now. There are so many distractions! The
invention of the smartphone and smart watches has changed our world in ways that our
descendents will no doubt study at great length.Mindfulness is not a new concept. It's been
written about for thousands of years. To be simple about it, mindfullness is the act of being fully
engaged in one's life in the present time. What am I doing NOW?This books hits on some very
pertinent points for every one. When those tapes in our heads start to play about our past, there
are tools to deal with and stop those tapes.If you are new to the concept of mindfullness, this is a
great resource. If you want to get better at it, this book will help. If you just want to slow the world
down in order to enjoy life more, this is a great tool.This book is written in an easy to read style.
Not a lot of psychobabble in it. Not too much in technical terms, either. Not many words that you
will need to look up in a dictionary, or the app on your smartphone.I will be ordering more to give
to friends and family.”

Corne, “The best book on habits I have ever read. The best book on habits I have ever read,



because it actually gets to the root of what drives our habits.Have been reading self
development books for many many years. And this will be in the top of my top 5 definitely.Its one
of those books that I will go back to time and time again to for reference.”

grlav8r, “Worth the time to read. Wow, great read. I saw myself so clearly in the 4 habit
tendencies and am working towards breaking those unuseful actions. The book is quick and
easy to get through. Worth the time”

Margaret Smith, “Simple, easy to understand and highly effective book. Retrain thinking
patterns to redirect to healthy patterns.. Great book which combines the science and psychology
behind creating new behaviors. Through putting the practices detailed in the book to use, I was
able to calm my fears within moments. The book is practical in showing how and why our
thoughts get derailed and then cause anxiety. And conversely, it gives practical advice to retrain
negative thought patterns. Simple and easy to understand, highly effective. Coincidentally
during the weeks reading this book, I underwent a massive crisis which upended our finances
and plans.  This book got me through some tough times, helped me to keep sanity.”

The Dude, “Good practical advice. I’ve read many books like these that teach you to be mindful
and in the moment. This book ties unhealthy lifestyle choices and what can be done to fix them
with mindfulness. Good book!”

William Goodwin, “A pretty easy to read introduction to Buddhist mindfulness. A pretty easy to
read introduction to Buddhist mindfulness. I thought it failed to make much of a connection
between mindfulness and meditation.”

Mary, “EXCELLENT BOOK. This book was a God send to me... I will refer to it over and over
until I reach my goal of habitual mindfulness! I'm so grateful for this amazing book on changing
habits...”

Caitlin Cockcroft, “Grounding. A concise but comprehensive insight into a way of life that
benefits is all. Simple but incredibly deep. Full of wonderfully similar paradoxes. Means of
resolution of some of life's biggest dilemmas. Thanks, Hugh, for knowing and sharing.”

Catherine, “Useful book. I am using this book with Hugh Byrne's course on Insight Timer and
finding it really useful. There are Questions to work through that have made me think hard and
helped me change unwanted habits”

RK, “Five Stars. very easy to read, comes from mindful philosophy”

blabla, “Zeitlose Methoden um sein Leben zu verbessern. Ein tolles Buch, das die wichtigsten



und besten Meditationen erklärt um glücklicher, bewusster und akzeptierender durchs Leben zu
gehen. Die Audiodateien hierzu sind auch hervorragend, tolle Meditationen und Übungen.”

Amarjit S Dhaliwal, “Wonderful book, changed my thoughts, actions and life. Amarjit S Dhaliwal”

The book by Julian Barnard has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 108 people have provided feedback.
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